
 
 

Our Journey to the Agaro Bushi 
 
When Lalmba Association so kindly offered to host Kathy and I as their guests in order for us to see the 
work that Lalmba Association is doing in Ethiopia, I was of course incredibly excited and looking forward 
to seeing the project firsthand.   
 
In preparing for the trip I had completed all of the usual internet research, read Lonely Planet’s 
Ethiopian travel guide back to front at least 3 times and figured that I was ready to go.   However, 
nothing quite prepared me for the Agaro Bushi, a small area in Southwest Ethiopia nestled in the  
Ethiopian jungle - Lalmba Association’s location for their newest clinic. 

 

     
 
What struck us the most while visiting the Agaro Bushi clinic was the dedication of Lalmba Association’s 
employees.  A small group of predominantly long term employees who were operating Lalmba 
Association’s newest project and preparing to build a new clinic that will better support the services that 
are so desperately needed in the area. 
 
The staff travel into the Agaro Bushi every Monday and leave every Friday (depending on the amount of 
rain and the ability to travel on the road that leads to the next biggest village where they live – walking 
out, a 7 hour journey is not unheard of!).  The staff are dedicated to providing the necessary care for this 
remote area, albeit in some of the toughest medical services conditions imaginable.    
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The small existing clinic that Lalmba 
Association is currently running is situated in 

some of the most jaw dropping beautiful 
scenery I have ever seen.  Rolling hills of lush 
Ethiopian jungle, beautiful scented flowers, 
huge banana groves, shades of green like I 
had never seen before….oh, and of course 
many monkeys to keep the entertainment 

factor going! 
 



 

 
 
 

  
 

 
The people in this area lead what most would consider a very primitive life.  Most live in small mud huts, with 
no running water or electricity.  Vehicles are rarely seen with most travel completed either on foot or via 
mule or donkey.  Very few people speak the English language and instead speak either Amharic (Ethiopia’s 
official language) or Kafi Noono (the dialect spoken in the Keffa Zone where the clinic is located).  Everyone 
we met were eager to greet us in their customary manner of bumping shoulders (which we quickly became 
quite proficient at) and were so very friendly.  Elder women greeted us by kissing our arms and shoulders in 
gratitude for the work that Lalmba is doing in the Agaro (what they didn’t realize is that during this time we 
were the ones that felt the most honoured).   They welcomed us into their homes and businesses and were 
delighted to have us sit down enjoy a coffee or even a warm beer if we were so lucky!  That’s right you could 
find a warm beer in the village!! 
 
 In Ethiopia, our days were very much spent 

riding the proverbial emotional roller coaster, 
as the extreme beauty of the area was 
consistently underscored by the obvious 
poverty and malnutrition that is a reality for the 
area.  It was only when we looked past the 
smiling faces that greeted us however, that we 
saw the living conditions that are a day to day 
reality for so many.  In Ethiopia Lalmba’s clinic 
treats many cases of malnutrition, parasitic 
related illness and respiratory illness compared 
to the HIV dominant treatment that Lalmba 
Association provides in the Kenya clinic 

Many of the patients visiting the clinic are in extreme medical need.  Surprisingly however, as our days 
multiplied in Ethiopia, this living standard and extreme need somehow turned into a normal reality and we 
were able to fall into the rhythmic pulse of the village, a feeling that is really quite indescribable but feels 
perfectly natural. 
 
We both left Ethiopia with a heavy heart and will miss the people that we met and spent our time with.  We 
felt indebted to the Lalmba staff who tirelessly work to provide these services, and we have an even greater 
appreciation for Lalmba Association’s commitment to the program in the Agaro Bushi and the continued 
improvement of medical services for this area that is so much in need. 
 
For more information about Lalmba Association’s new clinic in the Agaro Bushi please visit www.lalmba.org 
 
 
 

 


